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Abstract

The paper by Daniel Dennett titled Quining Qualia provides many compelling reasons to 
believe that traditional notions surrounding qualia or phenomenal experiences are worth reconsidering; 
however, those who disagree have been turning to other disciplines for new ideas. While qualia may 
appear to be confusing and nonsensical at times, by investigating domains which study or make use of 
phenomenal experiences, such as art and music, a framework for further discussion begins to emerge. 
This paper argues that by considering subjective experiences from a naturalistic perspective, partial 
answers or explanations for lingering questions about qualia and consciousness can be identified. 
Studying the evolutionary origins of the human brain indicates qualia exist as information representing 
aspects of the environment, generated by sensory processing for the purposes of governing behaviour. 
With this theoretical foundation, it can be suggested that a reduced degree of ineffability is possible for 
intelligent species like humans, given our ability to use language and other forms of depiction to 
express subjective experiences. Although many outstanding questions are apt to linger given the 
explanatory gap, it seems we now have a framework which can begin to clarify the mystery 
surrounding phenomenal experiences.
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Introduction

Qualia are notoriously difficult to identify and articulate, challenging our ability to explore and 

discuss the nature of their existence and various properties. As a result, qualia have generated much 

philosophical debate and confusion over the years, leading philosophers like Daniel Dennett to believe 

we are justified in retiring this unhelpful concept. His paper Quining Qualia outlines a set of reasons 

which aim to explain away phenomenal experiences by suggesting ‘qualia’ as a concept is incoherent, 

which he accomplishes by describing hypothetical scenarios which generate confusion or a lack of 

clear answers (Seager 161). By pointing out the various problems and questions arising from our 

understanding of qualia, Dennett concludes that qualia are nonsensical and thus unhelpful for 

philosophical discussions on human consciousness. This eliminativist stance (Seager 159) stands in 

opposition to those who are interested in studying qualia, as others have noticed a connection between 

phenomenal experiences and various sensations or emotions (Dretske 157; Wright 2). Researchers in 

scientific domains have become interested in qualia as well, and by appealing to evidence from 

evolutionary biology and neuroscience, are able to generate reasonable arguments for the existence of 

qualia in complex living organisms. This paper synthesizes a number of compelling theories to 

demonstrate how qualia arise and why they are an important aspect of conscious awareness. Moreover, 

by reiterating an existing explanation to the Hard Problem of Consciousness (Chalmers 201), my aim is

to demonstrate how evolution has provided humans with a capacity to render a subset of qualia 

relatively public and knowable, provided one take the time to reflect and engage with the origin of the 

experience.

This paper begins with a brief summary of Quining Qualia to provide an introduction to 

phenomenal experiences and their properties, along with Dennett’s perspective on subjective 

experiences. Next, I outline a selection of Dennett’s intuition pumps for the purposes of identifying 

specific experiential details which remain elusive or confusing. For each scenario, I also provide a brief
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discussion consisting of an alternative perspective on the situation, one which aims to support the 

significance of qualia rather than dismiss it. To garner further support for this perspective, the next 

section begins by appealing to art and music, as these expressive mediums rely heavily on a variety of 

different qualia for reference and depiction. In particular, I examine Sergei Prokofiev’s Peter and the 

Wolf to demonstrate an instance where qualia, in the form of timbre, are relied upon to tell a story 

through music, as the sounds of orchestral instruments remind listeners of qualities or noises associated

with animals and human characters. The next section introduces David Chalmers’ Hard Problem of 

Consciousness which inquires about the existence of phenomenal experiences in human consciousness,

as qualia are just one element among many within subjectivity. In a reply to Chalmers, I provide a brief

explanation of the development of qualia based on evidence from evolutionary biology by appealing to 

joint publications by researchers in neuroscience and biology. It is suggested that phenomenal 

experiences are adaptive for living beings, and as such, exist due to their ability to direct behaviour and 

facilitate survival (Feinberg and Mallatt, ‘Phenomenal Consciousness and Emergence’ 12). 

Considerations for the evolutionary development of human consciousness, however, must also consider

the role of social environments in shaping qualia and other aspects of subjective experience. While 

phenomenal experiences are useful for governing the behaviour of individuals, the experiences of 

others may be of use as well. Through efforts of expression and communication, aspects of one’s 

phenomenal experiences can be depicted in a way which may be understood by another, as this 

information potentially provides information to facilitate survival. From this perspective, the final 

section of this paper sketches a metaphysical account of qualia by appealing to information theory as it 

applies to human physiology and neuronal activity. It is suggested that qualia exists as information, 

where the independence of subjectivity from objectivity can be accounted for given that ‘information’ 

refers to both a structure and a message. From this perspective, it seems we are able to provide 
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explanations for qualia which sufficiently justify their significance for discussions surrounding human 

consciousness, despite our inability to verify their contents from an objective or external point of view.

Exploring Dennett’s   Arguments  

In Quining Qualia, Dennett provides an argument which aims to dismiss the idea of 

phenomenal experiences. Specifically, his claim states “conscious experience has no properties that are 

special in any of the ways qualia have been supposed to be special” where qualia are considered 

“special properties, in some hard-to-define way” (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 382). That being said, he 

does grant that “one’s own appeal to a modest, innocent notion of properties of subjective experience” 

is warranted, but wants to state that our overall understanding of qualia is vague and ill-informed 

(Dennet, ‘Quining Qualia’ 382-83). It is worth noting, however, that ‘qualia’ from Dennett’s 

perspective is a reaction to a philosophical tendency to create new terms for familiar concepts and 

appeal to jargon when generating arguments or explanations (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 381). He 

thinks the term ‘qualia’ is like an outdated understanding of a scientifically-studied phenomenon, 

comparing it to the élan vital and its relation to DNA (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 382). Given that the 

scientific concepts we use tend to change over time, Dennett wants to suggest that a similar case 

applies here and as a result, are able to do away with philosophical notions of qualia. Since then, 

Dennett’s stance seems to have softened somewhat as hinted at in a recent publication, where he 

postulates some type of middle ground is likely the case (Dennett, ‘How Our Belief in Qualia Evolved, 

and Why We Care so Much’ 4). He grants that while it may be a bit extreme to suggest there are no 

qualia or that they are not a real phenomenon, he maintains that our current understanding is likely 

misguided to some degree.

The reason why we can do away with qualia, according to Dennett, is because our experiences 

do not contain properties that are ineffable, intrinsic, private, and directly accessible (Dennett, ‘Quining
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Qualia’ 385). Since we cannot express the exact way we see or taste, for example, these experiences are

rendered ineffable because no description adequately captures their nature (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 

384). One reason for this ineffability is due to the fact that they appear to be indivisible, or “atomic and 

unanalysable... ‘simple’ or ‘homogeneous’...” (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 385), making it difficult for 

individuals to describe or depict these inner experiences. Moreover, qualia are considered private 

properties of experience as other people are unable to access one’s own thoughts and feelings. 

Furthermore, qualia are also directly accessible to the subject as ‘immediate phenomenological 

qualities’ (Block 281; Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 385) as they arise from experience and interaction 

with the world. When these four considerations are taken together, it becomes rather difficult to talk 

about qualia in any meaningful way, and as a result, suggests this idea does not refer to anything in 

human consciousness (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 386-87).

To persuade the reader toward a rejection of qualia, Dennett introduces a number of intuition 

pumps (IP) which present a scenario with a set of premises to motivate a certain question, point, or 

conclusion. Since arguments only operate with well-defined concepts, Dennett thinks these types of 

thought experiments are the right tools for supporting his claims about qualia, especially considering 

this topic involves “‘intuitive’ concepts” (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 383). By responding to a subset of 

these intuition pumps, my hope is to demonstrate the value of qualia for explaining certain aspects of 

our experiences. The subset of IPs I have selected involves relatively simple physiological processes 

for the sake of explanatory clarity. I decided to avoid IPs involving vision, surgical processes, and 

theoretical technologies due to the degree of physiological intricacy involved, and given our lack of 

understanding in certain areas of neurological functioning. There are plenty of questions Dennett raises 

which may not have clear answers at present, however, this fact does not necessarily mean we can 

discount the significance of qualia in general. The IPs I do investigate involve our sense of taste, smell, 

and hearing because these scenarios involve processes which are relatively straightforward, and are 
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thus easier to describe or discuss from an abstract perspective. That said, I did not address IP13 “the 

osprey cry” (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 404) because any reply must also address the epistemic 

complexity of this thought experiment, a task which involves enough discussion to warrant a separate 

paper. Although many of Dennett’s IPs indicate a number of mysteries lingering in the specific 

scientific and subjective details of sensory processing, there are instances where an association between

sensory faculties and their resulting phenomenal experiences can be established, suggesting qualia are a

significant element of human consciousness.

Intuition Pumps and Replies

In IP1, Dennett discusses his dislike for the taste of cauliflower, wondering why some enjoy it 

while others do not (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 383). While there may be one specific flavour 

associated with cauliflower, Dennett suggests there must be different ways of tasting cauliflower given 

that individuals demonstrate a variety of preferences. Additionally, Dennett reminds us that qualia have 

a contextual factor to them as well, as flavours are apt to change based the presence of other foods, 

appealing to an example involving orange juice tasting sweeter if syrup or pancakes were present 

simultaneously (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 383). Hence, our inability to articulate a quale which 

persists independently of contextual factors suggests there are no qualia at all (Dennett, ‘Quining 

Qualia’ 384).

Though qualia may be associated with a degree of idiosyncrasy and fluctuation, confusion in 

this area may be clarified by considering how preferences operate independently of the detection of 

tastes or flavours. If Dennett had previously encountered a negative association with an instance of 

eating cauliflower, especially involving feelings of nausea, he may have developed a conditioned food 

aversion as a result (Wolfe et al. 487), suggesting a reason for why someone may have strong negative 

feelings about the vegetable. Alternatively, personal preferences may also depend on the presence of 
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other flavours or chemicals; for example, some only like to drink coffee with milk and sugar. This 

feature of our sensory processing is often leveraged in cooking and gastronomy, as various food 

pairings change the way a dish is perceived or enjoyed. Overall, while the discussion of preferences 

may be complex, identifying a common denominator which runs constant through a range of 

experiences may be identified by reflecting on a number of previous experiences. Regardless of milk 

and sugar, there is a particular fragrance associated with coffee which many enjoy, while the taste itself 

typically introduces a degree of bitterness which may be perceived in a number of different ways. By 

analyzing the underlying similarities of phenomenal experiences arising from several occurrences, a 

particular quale may be identified which exists independent of context and preference.

The second intuition pump involves as wine-tasting machine, where Dennett wonders whether 

the Gallo Brothers could replace their human testers with a machine (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 384). 

He claims that a machine would never come to truly enjoy the taste of wine like humans do, and that 

the properties of the machine’s internal states will not be “special in the way qualia are” (Dennett, 

‘Quining Qualia’ 384). He does grant that a machine might be able to perform better than professional 

wine-tasters on tests of accuracy and consistency, however, these objective measures are derived from 

the wine’s physical properties. Therefore, since only humans are able to understand the subjective 

properties of wine, one may begin to wonder whether we can even understand what we are referring to,

as nothing exists to facilitate further discussion or clarification on the topic (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 

385). 

It is true that a machine will not have a subjective perspective of the taste of wine, as it lacks the

biochemical machinery humans use to process physical substances. While a computer may be able to 

create associations between measurements and predefined properties like ‘sourness’ or ‘sweetness’, the 

connective structure which results is not subjective because the computer is an object and not a subject. 

As a tool constructed from a series of programmed instructions, computers today lack the capacity for 
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autonomy and self-awareness. Though the machine may perform better than humans at detecting 

certain objective properties of wine, our biological heritage provides us with a unique perspective 

which may be modified with repeated encounters. Through reflection and introspection, individuals 

may improve their ability to notice a wine’s various qualities, such as its body or top-notes, especially 

as one compares their experiences to existing knowledge, expectations, or memories of previous 

encounters. If there were no perceptible differences between grapes, each regions wine would taste 

similar, with no noticeable differences from year to year. Although human belief may shape the way 

wine is perceived and therefore valued, experts will still argue for the existence of something inherently

similar between certain batches or environments.

The next two scenarios to examine involve Mr. Chase and Mr. Sanborn, where IP7 explores 

reasons for changes in phenomenal experience. Dennett introduces us to two individuals who work for 

Maxwell House coffee as consistency tasters, ensuring the flavour remains unchanged over the years 

(Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 389). After roughly six years, Chase tells Sanborn that he no longer likes 

the taste of Maxwell House coffee despite it still tasting the same, stating specifically “I no longer like 

that taste at all” (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 390). Sanborn replies with his own account of the coffee’s 

flavour and states that it no longer tastes like it used to, and that he prefers the original flavour. 

Although Chase’s phenomenal experiences of tasting coffee have not changed, his feelings about the 

flavour have, while Sanborn is experiencing the exact opposite; his attitude towards the flavour has not 

changed but his perception of Maxwell House coffee has (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 390). Dennett 

goes on to suggest that these people may be experiencing changing preferences, changing qualia, or a 

combination of the two. This generates a problem for qualia because we cannot determine which 

combination of factors cause a change in perception, despite the fact that individuals experience these 

changes directly (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 391). Dennett states that since we cannot be wrong about 
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these private, immediate experiences, any speculation from Chase and Sanborn about their changing 

experiences remains unknowable given the privacy of qualia (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 391). 

In IP8, Chase’s taste buds have been surgically altered to respond differently, where “sugar 

tastes salty, salt tastes sour” (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 394). Complicating this scenario further, 

Dennett suggests that Chase has since altered his behaviour to compensate for this abnormality, acting 

as if sugar still tasted sweet. He is so convincing, in fact, that even behavioural tests indicate his tastes 

are “normal” which allows Dennett to suggest that two possible circumstances are taking place: either 

his internal structures have returned to their pre-surgery status, or they have not while Chase believes 

they have. Just as we saw in the previous IP, we are unable to know which of these possibilities has 

actually occurred, as a description of qualia is insufficient to determine which aspect processing has 

been impacted (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 394). Again, this suggests that while we may have a 

“privileged view” of qualia due to their privacy, this does not include a sense of how they arise in the 

body (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 396).

While a neurologist or cognitive psychologist may not be able to verify the contents of one’s 

experience, patient reports still provide clues as to what might be happening in the body. Although 

Dennett does acknowledge that behavioural testing may offer some indirect evidence to determine 

which of the factors may be involved, we can expand on this idea by further considering scientific 

research in multiple domains. A doctor or clinician is able to consult scientific literature from cognitive 

psychology and neurology to determine what the potential causes could be, and by ordering diagnostic 

tests, can determine which reasons are more likely to be the case. Any abnormalities or physical 

indicators may be recognized as evidence for or against a specific theory or idea, as a specialist’s 

training and expertise within a specific domain provides them with a unique perspective on the 

situation. Working together, the researcher and the patient are able to examine their combined 

knowledge to determine which factors are likely to have contributed to a shift in experience. While 
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some changes may indicate signs of pathology, others may be benign or even beneficial, potentially as 

a result of learning or adaptation. It seems feasible that over time, Chase’s employment has expanded 

his ability to detect particular qualities inherent to specific regions or beans, and as a result, no longer 

likes the Maxwell House blend. Sanborn, on the other hand, has experienced a perceptual change rather

than a shift in preference, suggesting neurological tests are required to identify why this change has 

occurred. Although these tests may not uncover the evidence Sanborn needs to remain confident in his 

unchanged preference for Maxwell House coffee overall, a neurologist’s expertise is still required to 

determine which causal or physical factors may be responsible. Just as Sanborn is incapable of 

knowing the private, subjective experiences of another, he is similarly unable to independently 

determine nervous system functionality as it occurs inside his own body. These examples demonstrate 

the limitations of qualia, and while phenomenal experiences are useful for generating an understanding 

of certain events or states of affairs, they alone are incapable of determining the causal or mechanical 

details responsible for the generation of certain subjective experiences.

Switching to the experience of drinking beer in IP9, Dennett addresses a source of confusion 

when thinking about acquired tastes (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 397). If one were to refer to that taste, 

are they pointing to the quale present after the first sip of beer, or the one arising many years later? 

Claiming that no one likes the first sip of beer, Dennett suggests that it seems the taste one comes to 

enjoy is not the same as the one experienced the first time around. The problem, however, is that this 

relocates the quale of beer from existing as an intrinsic property to being an extrinsic, relational feature 

that changes over time. This idea is also mentioned in IP10, as Dennett discusses how certain genes 

code for specific physiological outcomes, like a sensitivity to gustatory bitterness (Dennett, ‘Quining 

Qualia’ 397; Hayes et al. 255). Since subjective reports may be dependent on one’s genetic constitution,

it seems as though there is no inherent property in certain chemical compounds which is responsible for

a particular quale to arise.
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In addition to any extrinsic properties associated with qualia, intrinsic elements arise as a result 

of the interaction between a stimulus and the human body. While one’s preferences for certain flavours 

may change over time, like an acquired taste for hops in beer, other flavours may remain notably 

unpleasant irrespective of context, like bitterness arising from poisonous plants. The difference here 

rests in the chemical composition of the substances themselves, where one may be associated with 

some type of harm or adverse reaction upon contact. This effect, however, is still dependent on the way 

a body responds to a particular substance, suggesting the intrinsic properties of qualia are tacitly reliant 

on the physiological systems which produce them, a topic I will continue to explore throughout the rest 

of this paper.  

Returning to the taste of cauliflower in IP11, Dennett describes a situation in which a pill cures 

him of his dislike for cauliflower, while the intrinsic taste of cauliflower remains mostly unchanged. At 

the same time, Dennett admits that his experience now is so different that he does not want to state 

cauliflower tastes the same as it did before (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 399). Despite nothing existing 

within his experience to tell him what is going on, it seems as if this pill has subtly changed aspects of 

his physiology which, in turn, has produced a slightly altered experience of cauliflower. While Dennett 

grants that cauliflower has “dispositional, reaction-provoking properties” (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 

399), this scenario demonstrates that there are no intrinsic properties responsible for the taste of 

cauliflower.

Given my previous reply which introduces an alternative perspective on intrinsic properties, 

what can be said about the effects of this pill? Perhaps this intervention has altered neuronal activity in 

one or both of Dennett’s orbitofrontal cortices (W. Li et al. 1460; Rolls et al. 17; Seubert et al. 2452), 

leading to an increased pleasure response upon consuming cauliflower. Although the cauliflower quale 

hasn’t changed, his attitudes toward it have, so much so that Dennett might believe the flavour now is 

truly different from what it was before. To know for certain, however, one is required to analyze both 
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Dennett’s account detailing his subjective experiences and the neurological processes which support 

these effects. When these two perspectives are considered together, one becomes better equipped to 

determine which aspects of experience have changed and why.

The last intuition pump I’d like to address is IP15 which involves the sound of a guitar. Dennett 

asks whether this sound contains “describable parts” or is instead “one and whole and ineffably 

guitarish” (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 409). He suggests we often consider the sound to be entirely 

guitarish, and in an effort to demonstrate the different components of a sound wave, Dennett appeals to 

the presence of harmonics or overtones when an open string is plucked. When a guitar player lightly 

places their finger on the string at the fret an octave higher than the open string, the instrument isolates 

the overtone without the presence of the lower frequencies previously heard from the open string. 

Although the two notes sound alike, the sound qualities are not identical, suggesting our notion of 

guitarishness may be more complicated than we believe it to be (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 409). 

Moreover, he mentions that there is “nothing to stop further refinement” of our ability to hear and 

describe these sonic components, suggesting qualia have parts that might contribute to, or detract from, 

their overall form. As a result, this complexity and potential inconsistency makes it difficult for 

individuals to identify and articulate what is being experienced when engaging with certain qualia like 

the sound of instruments.

Interestingly, this IP provides us with a fairly easy example of qualia given how much we know 

about sound, music, and auditory processing, in addition to a lexicon and set of related concepts which 

provide a foundation for exploring phenomenal experiences. The property Dennett is implicitly 

referring to in IP15 is timbre, or the tonal and textural qualities produced by physical features of the 

instrument (Menon et al. 1742; Wolfe et al. 264). In fact, Dennett himself provides us with this 

definition immediately after introducing the harmonic example: “after all, it was by the complex 

pattern of overtones that you were able to recognize the sound as that of a guitar rather than of a lute or 
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harpsichord” (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 409). Instead of discussing timbre further, Dennett goes on to 

state that while our subjective experience of the open string may be different after having heard the 

isolated overtone, the sound of the open string itself has not changed. While this is true, there is more 

going on in this situation than he describes here, some of which is mentioned in a previous IP when 

Dennett inquires as to whether “your middle C the same as my middle C” (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 

406). Here, he is referring to a specific pitch or frequency, namely 261.6 Hz (Wolfe et al. 322), where 

its fundamental frequency is the lowest frequency present (Wolfe et al. 264). Dennett continues by 

wondering whether different people have distinct discriminatory profiles, suggesting we all may 

experience various features of the environment in slightly different ways (Dennett, ‘Quining Qualia’ 

407). This seems to be the case when we consider the experiences of those with absolute or “perfect” 

pitch, as these individuals report associating colours, feelings, or characteristics with specific musical 

notes (Sacks 137–38). Furthermore, one’s ability to discriminate and recognize sounds, like overtones 

or intervals, may improve with time and practice as well, a suggestion Dennett himself provides at the 

bottom of page 408. Listening exercises like the one provided in IP15 which aim to isolate certain 

sounds may even facilitate the development of pitch discrimination, allowing individuals to notice parts

of a sound which had previously remained undetected. While our phenomenal experiences contain an 

element of perceived wholeness or consistency, qualia like guitarishness often includes a range of 

properties which all contribute to the way it may be perceived. Although one may notice new qualities 

within the sounds emitted from a guitar, these sounds will never cease to sound guitarish in some way 

or another.

In conclusion, though Dennett’s arguments against qualia identify many areas of uncertainty, it 

seems there may be room for refutation especially when one turns to scientific literature for assistance. 

Before expanding on a biological explanation of qualia, however, I’d like to briefly discuss its relation 

to art and music as forms of self-expression. Similarly to Dennett’s use of intuition pumps, this next 
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section makes use of one’s own personal feelings and preferences in an effort to draw preliminary 

conclusions about the existence of qualia. 

Appealing to Art and Music

While Dennett’s queries surrounding human preference can be applied to almost any of our 

subjective experiences, engaging with one’s personal feelings about artistic works and other cultural 

products may shed some light on qualia more generally. Given that one person’s favourite genre of 

music may be another’s least favourite, for example, it seems there is something which causes these 

feelings to emerge in people. You can ask yourself this question too; “what is it about my favourite 

painting, photo, or song that I appreciate?” Although the answer may be murky, our emotions and 

feelings indicate to us that some type of qualia must exist, as without them, we would likely feel 

indifferent about art and music in general. To generate a preference for or against some object or 

stimulus, there must be a property humans appeal to within the decision-making process. Considering 

guitarishness comes in different flavours, as a performer’s playing style influences the way music is 

created and perceived by others, subjective qualities must exist to explain how individuals arrive at an 

opinion on a certain work or genre of music.

Furthermore, by claiming that properties of subjectivity are intrinsic to the stimulus itself, an 

explanation can be produced for any invariance or similarities experienced throughout multiple 

contexts. As mentioned in my reply to IP9 and IP10, this intrinsicality is generated from the interaction 

of external environmental properties and human physiological processes, as our bodies and their 

sensory organs create representations of aspects of the physical world through a process known as 

transduction (Wolfe et al. 352). Thus, our experiences of guitar music or a sip of wine are situated and 

embodied in a manner which generates subjective feelings in response to, or about, the guitar or wine. 

Artists who successfully manipulate these responses are able to shape the way others feel as they 
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engage with the work, suggesting qualia are relied upon to depict an artist’s subjective experiences for 

the purposes of communicating ineffable feelings or ideas. 

An example of musical depiction through timbre can be seen in the symphonic work Peter and 

the Wolf by Sergei Prokofiev. It tells a story of a Soviet pioneer boy living on a farm with his 

grandfather and a few animals, where each character is represented by different musical instruments 

(Morrison 46). Peter is represented by a string quartet while his grandfather is portrayed by a bassoon; 

a duck is depicted by an oboe, a flute portrays a songbird, and the wolf is represented by horns 

(Morrison 47). The reason Prokofiev chose these instruments is because the qualities of their sounds 

remind us of the sounds of animals or specific voices, where he takes advantage of this perceptual 

feature to teach children about the timbral qualities of these instruments (Morrison 47). From our point 

of view, there is something it is like to hear a guitar or a songbird, and as such, other people are able to 

understand this musical reference due to similarities in perceived characteristics. The reason music 

provides a compelling example of qualia is due to the fact that music is able to evoke emotional 

responses, potentially giving rise to a series of subjective feelings. Moreover, music can be 

systematized and expressed in symbolic notation, enabling us to depict these subjective experiences 

visually and conceptually, providing a vocabulary for articulating ineffable feelings in a non-linguistic 

manner. As a result, novel musical ideas can be communicated to others through a variety of different 

modalities, where music theory provides a means to articulate the relationship between subjective 

events and objective stimuli. Although qualia may seem ineffable, humans have nonetheless discovered

several methods for representing or depicting certain qualia. 

 In conclusion, analyzing one’s own personal feelings about art and music provides an avenue 

for exploring qualia, as preferences always point to an underlying element from which an opinion is 

derived. By combining perspectives examining both the objective and subjective contents of these 

domains, it seems common elements or themes can be identified which may further clarify questions 
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surrounding qualia. While the resulting perspective may be insightful, certainty about the contents of 

another’s subjective experiences still remains unknowable. Since eliminating this explanatory gap 

(Levine 359) requires sophisticated technology capable of reading and interpreting neural activity, for 

now we are required to develop concepts and theories which sufficiently bridge the gap. 

Connecting   the   Subjective to the Objective  

Prior to investigating qualia further, it is necessary to mention a compelling response to David 

Chalmers’ hard problem of consciousness (Chalmers 201), as qualia are one aspect of human 

consciousness. The problem Chalmers identifies surrounds an inability to generate a philosophical 

account for the existence of phenomenal experiences, suggesting discussions on qualia may be limited 

or uncertain as a result. Appealing to evidence and theory from evolutionary biology, however, 

provides a framework which can account for the generation of subjective experience in humans. Two 

researchers, psychiatrist and neurologist Dr. Todd Feinberg and biologist Dr. Jon Mallatt, suggest 

subjectivity arises from the development of living organisms over millions of years (Feinberg and 

Mallatt, The Ancient Origins of Consciousness 17), as these self-organizing systems produce emergent 

behaviours which give rise to system-level capacities like pre-reflective consciousness (Feinberg and 

Mallatt, ‘Phenomenal Consciousness and Emergence’ 2). Since all living organisms adapt to 

environmental changes and aim to maintain proper system functioning, evolutionary pressures enabled 

species to develop various reflex programs as a result of these biological tendencies (Feinberg and 

Mallatt, The Ancient Origins of Consciousness 24). As the nervous systems of complex organisms 

continued to improve over millions of years, species developed unique physiological solutions to 

mitigate various challenges as they arise, eventually giving rise to intelligent species like elephants, 

magpies, and humans. Creatures like worms, jellyfish, and sponges are considered non-conscious 

because their nervous systems respond automatically to stimuli, forming fixed patterns of responses 
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and behaviours (Feinberg and Mallatt, ‘Phenomenal Consciousness and Emergence’ 5; Feinberg and 

Mallatt, The Ancient Origins of Consciousness 20). Vertebrates, on the other hand, are phenomenally 

conscious organisms given their neural complexity, improved sensory organs, and a capacity to store 

memories (Feinberg and Mallatt, ‘Phenomenal Consciousness and Emergence’ 5; Feinberg and Mallatt,

The Ancient Origins of Consciousness 26). Since these capacities are all meant to facilitate an 

individual’s continued survival, their resulting subjective experiences are therefore properties of the 

body aimed at responding and adapting to environmental changes (Feinberg and Mallatt, ‘Phenomenal 

Consciousness and Emergence’ 10; Feinberg and Mallatt, The Ancient Origins of Consciousness 222). 

For example, the pain which arises upon fracturing a bone signals an injury has occurred, motivating 

individuals to temporarily alter their behaviours to prevent the break from getting worse or failing to 

heal properly. Therefore, a reply to the hard problem suggests phenomenal experiences are an adaptive 

trait inherent to relatively complex nervous systems, one which facilitates the execution and 

governance of adaptive behaviours (Feinberg and Mallatt, The Ancient Origins of Consciousness 225). 

A theoretical explanation for qualia has also been postulated by robotics engineer Dr. Pentti 

Haikonen as part of a discussion on the requirements for creating conscious machines. He suggests 

qualia arise from percepts produced by sensory mechanisms as physiological systems respond to 

various aspects of the environment (Haikonen, Consciousness and Robot Sentience 13). Because qualia

are generated by sensory organs, their content is a representation of real-world properties from the 

subject’s perspective, appearing distinct from their objective form (Haikonen, ‘Qualia and Conscious 

Machines’ 227). The examples Haikonen appeals to are “blueness” and “sweetness” to show how from 

an external point of view, nothing exists to suggest a particular hue or taste exists when inspecting 

chemical compounds or waves of photons (Haikonen, Consciousness and Robot Sentience 14). Rather, 

it is the act of interpreting certain compounds or wavelengths which then gives rise to qualia. Given the

primacy of these sensations, Haikonen suggests qualia are self-explanatory, requiring no further 
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interpretation to determine their meaning or relation to the environment (Haikonen, Consciousness and 

Robot Sentience 14; Haikonen, ‘Qualia and Conscious Machines’ 232). Unlike symbols, which require 

further processing or interpretation to be understood, the meaning of qualia are directly apparent to 

individuals as physical experiences (Haikonen, Consciousness and Robot Sentience 20). Haikonen also 

connects qualia to the hard problem of consciousness by stating “to be conscious is to have phenomenal

experience with qualia” (Haikonen, Consciousness and Robot Sentience 35), where the awareness of 

subjective experiences arises from the integration of information within and between different neural 

networks (Haikonen, Consciousness and Robot Sentience 39). Overall, it appears Haikonen’s account 

for phenomenal experience is compatible with the theory and research presented by Feinberg and 

Mallat, suggesting a promising direction for further inquiry. 

From this perspective, it can be suggested that the ineffability of qualia is due to the fact that 

their existence predates reflective awareness, however, the development of the neocortex and human 

culture seems to have improved our ability to understand and articulate phenomenal experiences. Since 

species living in social groups usually require a means of communicating to one another for 

cooperation, these settings carry the potential to further develop the bodies and behaviours of its 

members for improved communication (Tomasello and Vaish 238). Through evolutionary processes, 

species like humans develop cultural practices and communal knowledge for the sake of organizing the 

group and shaping the behaviours of its individual members (Tomasello and Vaish 239). Since this 

knowledge likely includes information about the internal states of group members, certain qualia may 

become less ineffable than others based on their familiarity, as a frequently experienced sensation is 

more likely to be noticed and referenced. As new forms of representation developed over time, such as 

visual art, music, and writing systems, certain qualia could be uniquely portrayed and thus further 

clarified through novel artistic or cultural products. Although qualia may originate as ineffable 

experiences, it seems the human brain and our practices as social individuals have the capacity to 
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improve our ability to articulate and represent certain phenomenal experiences through reflection and 

expression.

Qualia for Communities

Generally speaking, social groups promote survival because individuals work together for a 

shared goal, where community members are expected to conduct themselves in a manner which 

considers the needs and desires of others. Since this typically involves protecting others from 

environmental harms, the personal experiences of group members are often useful for determining 

ways to ensure the safety and security of others. By appealing to qualia, many individuals can learn 

about phenomenal experiences which occur as a result of interacting with some stimulus. For example, 

the entire group does not need to test an unfamiliar berry to know that its ingestion leads to a stomach 

ache, provided one individual reports their experiences after trying it for themselves. Those witnessing 

the situation are able to learn about the berry’s effects and subsequently communicate these outcomes 

to other individuals at a later point in time, allowing information and meanings to be disseminated to 

those absent at the time of discovery. Consequently, the berry takes on a specific meaning by the group 

as something to be eaten or avoided due to the experiences of one individual, potentially saving 

members from experiencing either the berry’s ill effects or starvation. In this way, qualia contribute to 

collective knowledge about the world as it affects individuals from an embodied perspective. 

While certain qualia may be communicated through linguistic descriptions, these 

representations are limited as they attempt to articulate experiences and feelings which arise from the 

body. Given that phenomenal experiences emerge from physiological functioning, accounts or 

descriptions provided by individuals must appeal to distinct concepts or knowledge to establish an 

association as a point of reference. For others to properly understand what another is referring to, 

specific words or concepts must be identified which can adequately represent the sensation an 
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individual is attempting to convey. Moreover, the recipient of the message must be able to both 

understand what the words mean, and the way this meaning relate to sensations or experiences arising 

from the body. Consequently, descriptions of our sensations and experiences often appeal to similes and

metaphors which create an analogy or comparison individuals can use to deduce the referent. For 

example, the sensation of frisson feels like a wave of shudder or chills and is often accompanied by an 

emotional component as well, like excitement or surprise (‘Frisson’). In appealing to this example, I am

hoping that my audience is able to relate to this specific feeling even if they have never experienced the

sensation before. If this does not occur, however, my reader will merely have a semantic understanding 

of ‘frisson’ rather than the ability to know what frisson feels like. 

The discussion of phenomenal experiences among group members may also facilitate survival 

by generating a mutual understanding and shared perspective which reinforces cohesion and prosocial 

attitudes. An example of a popular social quale is the Danish hygge which refers to a feeling of relaxed 

well-being with an appreciation for small pleasures (Levisen 80). Derived from the Norwegian verb 

which means “to console, to encourage”, hygge it provides a window into a cultural ideal which strives 

for positive sociality and togetherness (Levisen 80-81). As a concept, it encompasses aspects of 

physical and social environments that can be referred to when individuals attempt to articulate their 

subjective experiences. In this way, Danes partake in an adaptive cultural experience which is made 

explicit through both language and behaviour (Levisen 114). Therefore, we can state that there is 

something-it-is-like to experience and practice hygge, an omnipresent quale overtly expressed in 

Danish society.

In conclusion, by outlining the evolutionary origins and development of human life, a 

framework for further discussion of qualia and consciousness emerges. Although qualia may be studied

from an objective point of view, they are not reducible to objective states of affairs and contain 

information which is unique to subjective experiences. Given this independence, appeals to neural 
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processes alone are insufficient for providing a robust explanation of subjective experiences. With this 

in mind, what are qualia and what are they made of? The final section of this paper aims to provide 

answers to these questions which are capable of accounting for the four properties discussed in Quining

Qualia: privacy, ineffability, intrinsicality, and immediate accessibility. 

Qualia as Information 

It seems reasonable to suspect qualia exist as information expressed by nervous system activity,

an idea mentioned briefly by David Chalmers in his self-proclaimed proto-theory of consciousness 

(Chalmers 277). Since information theory is a complex topic and spans multiple disciplines (Gray 373),

this section will only introduce a few necessary concepts for discussing ‘information’ in a general 

sense. Oftentimes, information is considered to be semantic, or referring to concepts or states of affairs 

in the world, where messages are embedded in symbols or text to be identified by a reader (Shannon 

379). Alternatively, information can also refer to the data or conceptual structure that the message is 

embedded in, since this structure is capable of transmitting the message from one source to a 

destination of some type (Shannon 381). Definitions of information have continued to expand over the 

years, where contemporary, domain-general notions state that information is also well-formed, 

meaningful, and truthful (Floridi 42; Sommaruga 255). Although these additional requirements are 

important to consider in discussions about neural or mental processing, for the purposes of introducing 

and explanation of qualia, my focus will remain on information as it pertains to data and meaning. By 

‘data’, I am appealing to the taxonomically neutral concept which suggests that singularly, a datum is 

relational entity where data represents the relational structure generated from the relations between 

entities (Floridi 43). Examples include the black and white stripes of a bar code, or the strings of ones 

and zeros storing text or images inside electronic devices. From this perspective, we can see how data 

can be a source of information and semantic meaning, in addition to viewing data as a medium which 
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meanings can be embedded in (Leonelli 198). Furthermore, information-processing refers to the series 

of steps or functions that aim to translate or transform incoming data to identify or obtain a message 

(Gray 379). Information-processing may also include functions such as data storage and retrieval, along

with encoding and decoding (Floridi 47; Fresco and Wolf 81). Taken together, information and 

information-processing interact together to generate a system capable of transforming and storing data.

Since ancient Greece, ideas about the body operating like a machine or a series of processes 

have been appealed to in attempts to provide an explanation for subjective experiences, contributing to 

the development of functionalism as a philosophical perspective for explaining consciousness (Levin). 

Despite empirical support for this view given the scientific literature on human physiology, 

functionalism has yet to develop a compelling account for consciousness and subjective experiences 

(Levin). Arguably, the reason for this may be due to a lack of consideration for the significance of the 

data itself, as data may be expressed in a variety of different forms, influencing the ways in which it 

may be processed and stored by a system. The human body relies upon a wide variety of sensory 

modalities to detect multiple types of data produced by the environment, where specific physiological 

processes are only triggered by certain physical properties or states. For example, light waves are 

unlikely to elicit a response from the ear drum but are likely to activate cells in the retina instead, 

suggesting inherent properties of external stimuli are important when considering functionalist 

explanations for aspects of human consciousness. While our experiences are highly dependent on the 

physiological processes supporting them, they are also dependent on individuals interacting with 

specific types of incoming data as well. 

The idea that qualia exist as information also seems to have evidential support. In a publication 

by neuroscientist Dr. Roger Orpwood, experimental findings suggest neuronal activity indeed 

represents semantic information as messages are encoded in networks of cells firing in response to a 

stimulus (Orpwood 11). Appealing to Claude Shannon’s distinction between information as semantic or
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structural, Orpwood describes the reciprocal relationship between the two versions of information as it 

exists in neuronal activity (Orpwood 4). While information structures, existing as networks of neurons 

firing in response to some stimulus, may represent information messages, messages must also be 

identified from information structures through processes involved in recognition and identification 

(Orpwood 3). Furthermore, Orpwood describes how these networks communicate by receiving, 

interpreting, and transmitting information to and from other populations of neurons, preserving the 

information message as the structures which express it are modified through subsequent processing 

(Orpwood 4). Neural networks can also use their own outputs as inputs to create a local feedback loop 

where the network re-identifies the information message inherent in the information structure 

(Orpwood 5). As a result, not only does the output represent the information message, the output also 

represents the fact that this representation is identical to the message last identified by the network 

(Orpwood 7). This re-referencing allows individuals to better identify the information message as an 

image or internal representation of the external stimulus (Orpwood 10). To demonstrate this using an 

example, Orpwood appeals to the olfactory processing of hydrogen sulphide, a chemical compound 

which smells like rotting eggs (Rochette and Vergely 136). Individuals with their attention directed to 

the scent are able to form an inner representation of the odour as a result of information feedback loops 

supported by a specific network of neurons (Orpwood 9). He concludes the paper by presenting an 

array of experimental findings which support this explanation, suggesting that although much about 

this proposal seems promising, further research into the distinction between conscious and unconscious

processing is required (Orpwood 14). 

As an organizer of information, the human brain is responsible for ensuring individuals behave 

in appropriate ways for the sake of protecting themselves and the people they care about. While it may 

be physically comprised of neurons and electrical signals, the information stored and processed by the 

central and peripheral nervous systems is only accessible to the body’s owner, the self-aware 
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individual. While humans may have created methods for indirectly portraying this information, the 

ability to verify subjective content requires a means of uncovering the messages embedded within 

neural structures. As such, the explanatory gap can be accounted for, but not removed, by appealing to 

information theory, as the dual nature of ‘information’ as structures and messages explains why 

subjective experiences are private. To eliminate the gap, however, new technologies will be required to 

read and interpret meaningful content from decoded neuronal signals. 

Finally, this application of information theory can also account for the intrinsicality of 

phenomenal experiences. Originating from environmental causal processes and detected by sensory 

systems as incoming data, the intrinsicality arising from qualia is both composed of the structures and 

relations which comprise this incoming data, in addition to the way this information is processed by a 

particular embodied nervous system. To expand on the example involving the smell of rotting eggs, the 

intrinsically bad smell is a result of the sulphur (S. Li et al. 13281). To be defined or thought of as 

offensive or revolting, however, requires a process which labels the incoming chemical compound as 

such. As individuals detect the chemical, physiological systems respond based on the properties of the 

substance, determining the best course of action in reaction to the stimulus. It seems possible that other 

forms of living organisms may associate an alternative meaning with hydrogen sulphide, and if it were 

to signify food, would likely motivate the individual to approach the source of the stimulus, rather than 

avoid it. Therefore, the intrinsicality of qualia arise from two sources: the data emitted from the 

environment and the specific functions and systems which process incoming sensory data. 

  

Concluding Remarks

Ultimately, my aim is to demonstrate how qualia are a real aspect of human subjectivity by 

explaining their four features from a naturalized functionalist perspective. While qualia may seem 

evasive due to their physiological nature, an analysis of our evolutionary history suggests methods for 
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elucidation can be identified, as a need to communicate with others facilitates an ability to externalize 

one’s internal experiences. The reason these private feelings are immediate and directly accessible is 

due to their role in facilitating survival, rapidly generating appropriate behaviours in response to stimuli

in the environment. Furthermore, though qualia serve to represent environmental properties or events, 

the information they present is rather limited. This is likely due to a need for executing responses or 

behaviours rapidly, as data transfer takes time and requires the use of bodily resources. Over millions of

years of evolution, the growth of human intelligence enabled us to overcome this particular limitation, 

where physiology and culture developed simultaneously to provide methods for representing and 

externalizing phenomenal experiences. Furthermore, an ability to notice or identify aspects of 

subjective awareness may also be improved within an individual’s own lifetime through a process of 

careful consideration and self-reflection. While qualia may be mysterious and private by default, 

human ingenuity seems to find novel ways of portraying and referencing aspects of subjectivity.

By analyzing a subset of Dennett’s intuition pumps, I hope to supply new considerations in 

defence of qualia by appealing to a variety of topics within the arts and sciences. Although many of the 

fantastic questions and scenarios Dennett presents remain unanswerable today, brain-interfacing 

technologies of the future may one day provide us with concrete certainty about another’s subjective 

experiences. Until then, this inaccessibility will remain a source of uncertainty within human 

knowledge, limiting our ability to understand the perspective of another to that of supposition. This 

does not mean, however, that we are justified in quining qualia.
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